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The family-friendly SeaWorld parks in Orlando, Florida, and Busch Gardens, their sister park in

nearby Tampa, combine outstanding animal attractions with thrill-a-minute rides and colorful shows

that are every bit as entertaining as those you'll find in the nearby Disney and Universal theme

parks. In this, the only guidebook devoted exclusively to the SeaWorld/Busch parks, authors

Monaghan and Kubersky share their inside knowledge of rides, attractions, restaurants, and

shopping venues along with tips for getting the best value for your time and money. They also

devote a chapter to the hotels near SeaWorld, including several luxury options.
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Will without a doubt help you to get the most out of your vacation, especially if you are visitingâ€¦for

the first time. (Sam Carta Orlando Theme Park News, April 16, 2012)If a visit to SeaWorld is in your

future, you want this book. It&#39;s got everything. Descriptions, menus, prices, tips, tricks, and

things to avoid. (Kevin Yee Ultimate Orlando.com, May 9, 2012)I love the little ratings system of

stars [for attractions], along with a quick explanation of type, time and Kelly says.â€¦ Because my

kids are so far apart in ageâ€¦and so different in personality, this is extremely helpful. (Heidi

Strawser, blogger Inside Heidi's Head, 12/8/14)

A whole NEW WAY to experience the magic of OrlandoSwim with the dolphins. Dive into a shark

tank. Hand feed exotic birds. Go on safari. Pet a giraffe. Meet a beluga whale. Snorkle past



barracuda. And top it off with some of Americaâ€™s most awesome roller coasters. Then sip fine

wine in some of Orlandoâ€™s best restaurants and pamper yourself at some of its poshest resorts.

This is your luxury guide to great theme parks that celebrate the wonders of Nature and the great

resorts nearby: SeaWorldBusch Gardens TampaDiscovery CoveAdventure IslandAquatica

The information is concise and from 2012 publication date. If you want tons of detail then this is only

a start, but we found the concise nature of this guide helpful and efficient. It told us (the vast majority

of) what we needed to know so we spent less time in a guidebook and more time in parks. We were

pleasantly surprised to find this guide included a chapter on Busch Gardens Tampa - we would

have bought it sooner had we known. We had a great vacation that included Sea World, Discovery

Cove, Aquatica, and Busch Gardens Tampa; and this guide helped us to feel that we got the

maximum value/fun out of our vacation. It's not the only information we used - it's 5-stars for what it

is (which was published in 2012), so supplement this with on-line information for additional details

and updates. I don't recommend this book as your only source of information - by it's very nature

any guidebook is out-of-date by the time it's printed. I do recommend this book if you are short on

planning time, want just the basics, or want a quick summary on how to maximize your time at Sea

World, Discovery Cove, Aquatica, and/or Busch Gardens. FYI, other chapters we personally didn't

use were "resort hotels" and "adventure island" so I can't knowledgeably comment on them.

All of Monaghan's books are incredible! Detailed, interesting, and informative on every level. I've put

together our itinerary for Sea World based on this book, even though it's three years old and

out-of-date on a few things. He has more detailed recommendations for dining and shopping than

the Unofficial Guide does, and excellent hotel recommendations, we've booked a hotel at a

fifteen-minute walk away from SeaWorld recommended in this book. Also great because it also

describes Busch Gardens, even though it's not mentioned on the cover, which I was having a hard

time finding information on (outside the Unofficial Guide, which is also very good), and it also

recommends hotels within walking distance. Monaghan's books are more detailed than the

Unofficial books.

Contains some good information buy it seems to be several years old. An update is needed as

some things have recently changed in these parks.

Ok



Nothing fantastic but good information.

great product

I bought this book for my grandaughter and her family to let her know more about Discovery Cove

as we are coming to Orlando in November from Australia and I was worried that there would not be

enough to do apart from swim with the dolphins but there seems lots to see and do and I am now

going to visit the park with them. Thanks. Pat

Clear, straightforward and concise guide to SeaWorld. Described everything accurately, very helpful

to make touring more fun, and allow you to allocate your time so you can see what you wish to see.

Had a great day at the park with it's help!
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